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Dr. Bach worked intuitively to discover the flower
remedies, and the authors’ view is that he was placing

the remedies into groups related to the chakras. When 
placing the remedies into seven groups, he allocated colors,

which relate almost exactly to the rainbow colors 
of the chakras.

This book offers an understanding of Dr. Bach’s flower remedies
in relation to the positive emotional qualities of the chakras. It

will provide a useful learning tool for the well-trained
professional practitioner, as well as for the many people
interested in Dr. Bach’s flower remedies who find 

self-diagnosis a little daunting, especially if there is not an obvious
remedy for their particular problem. This technique, along with

working towards the positive qualities of the chakra system as opposed
to focusing on the negative states, enables us to derive the maximum
benefit from these wonderful remedies.

Philip Salmon and Anna Jeoffroy have over forty five years’ experience
between them practicing and teaching complementary therapies. They
began working together in the early 1990s and bring their vast wealth of
knowledge and experience to the students in their courses. With this
background to draw on they began researching Dr. Bach’s life and his
remedies in the mid 1990s. Their philosophy gave them a profound
insight into Dr. Bach’s esoteric knowledge and professional background,
both of which played a part in the creation of his remedies.
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Chakra Positive Quality Positive States of Each Remedy

CROWN Universal. Connected Natural poise, grace and dignity. Good listeners. Helpful, wise counsellors. 
Violet to the divine. Patient. Content to let the will of heaven unfold. Understanding of others. 

Draws strength from the divine. Natural inner strength. Shares the burden of others.

BROW Intuitive. Clear slighted. The selfless server. Gives space to others to allow their growth. 
Indigo The connection Calm and steadfast. Accepting of others’ opinions. A good listener. 

between the mind and Tolerant and kind. Encourages others to excel at their own pace. 
higher wisdom. Strong wise leader. Helpful. Teaches and guides others. 

Emphatic. Flexible. Tolerant while remaining balanced.

THROAT Divine will. Grounded yet with a lively interest in life. Inspired yet capable of building the vision.  
Blue Healing and Retains wisdom from past experiences; no wallowing in nostalgia. 
ETHER communication. Lives in the swim of life. Grasps the power and joy of the moment.

The connection A calm resolute focus on the vision. Strength of mind. 
to your life path. Calm, focused thoughts. Unaffected by outside influences. 

Constant stability and joy. Unshakeable inner serenity. 
Keen observer of life. Learns from mistakes. Absorbs information. 

HEART Transformation A genuine optimist. Heartfelt warmth and humour. Fearless in adversity. 
Green and balance. Strong character. Knows when to give and when to be firm. Serves from the heart. 
AIR The ability to act Strength with balance. Has the strength to handle changing circumstances. 

from the heart. Warm hearted. Loving. Generous. Tolerant of others.
Unconditional love.

SOLAR Instinctive. Decisive. Firm resolve. Acts correctly on intuitive impulse. 
PLEXUS Thinking and feeling. Well balanced. Resolute action. Knows what action to take. Trusts intuition. 
Yellow Clarity. Knowing Faces adversity courageously. Brushes aside setbacks. Sees task completed. 
FIRE what to do or build. Convictions that outcomes will be positive. Has great faith. Radiates joy and vitality. 

Inner strength. Bright joyous outlook. Vibrant energy. Enjoys a challenge. 
Clear vision of the future. Recognises the right path. Ambitious.

SACRAL Emotions. Creativity Bravery. Heroism. Steadfastness. The courage to take action. 
Orange and sexuality. The Gentle courage. Balance. Serenity. Clear unworried mind.  
WATER joy of giving and Remains calm despite mental and physical torment. Calm steadfast courage.

receiving. Revels in the joy of life. Loves challenge and adventure.
Projects positive energy to all. Well balanced mind.

BASE The will to live. Has the will to see things through. Determined and capable. 
Red The drive to act Takes responsibility with joy and true humility. Secure in one’s ability. 
EARTH and manifest things Positive attitude to responsibilities. Confident, self-assured leader and decision-maker.

at a spiritual level. In spite of extreme anguish can trust divine providence to see them through. 
Retains strength and poise through the torment of shock and anguish.
Attracts the positive benefits of an optimistic personality. 
Strength combined with wisdom to support others. Knows when to work/rest. 
In contact with and cleansed by the flow of higher energy.

The Bach Remedies and the Chakras
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Remedy Group Remedy Negative States of Each Remedy 

LONELINESS. Water Violet Aloof. Arrogant. Condescending. 
Disconnected from the divine. Impatiens Impatient. Nervous irritability. 

Heather Emotionally draining.

OVERCARE FOR  Chicory Demands attention. Argumentative.
THE WELFARE Vervain Forcefully opinionated. Dominating.
OF OTHERS. Beech Critical. Harsh authoritarian.
Projecting out into the world. Vine Arrogant. Bossy. Manipulative.

Rock Water Stiff personality. Narrow minded.

LACK OF  Clematis Air head. Daydreamer. 
INTEREST Honeysuckle Lives in the past. 
IN PRESENT Wild Rose Gives up on life. ‘No point trying’.
CIRCUMSTANCES. Olive Total fatigue of mind and body.
Needs to be in THE NOW. White Chestnut Revolving thoughts. Endless mind chatter.

Mustard Depression that descends and clears suddenly.
Chestnut Bud Repeats mistakes. Never learning.

OVERSENSITIVITY Agrimony Puts on a brave face.  
TO INFLUENCES Centaury Servile. Easily dominated by others.
AND IDEAS. Walnut Unbalanced by life’s changes.
Unable to transmute energy Holly Bitter. Gnarled. Angry.
due to lack of balance.

UNCERTAINTY. Cerato Indecisive. Weak willed.
No clear vision. Scleranthus Vacillation, this or that?
Disconnected from Gentian Easily discouraged.
the Throat Chakra. Gorse Fire of vitality extinguished.

Hornbeam Needs a boost. Just a bit low.
Wild Oat Cannot see the big vision.

FEAR. Rock Rose Panic stricken. Frozen.
Needs to be anchored Mimulus Emotional or irrational known fear.
to the Heart Chakra. Cherry Plum Feels pressurised. Wants to lash out.
Needs courage. Aspen Trembles with fear or dread.

Red Chestnut Projects fear and negativity.

DESPONDENCY Larch Expects failure. Fears success.
AND DESPAIR. Pine Blames self without reason.
Lost in the material Elm Temporary loss of confidence.
world. Disconnected Sweet Chestnut Feels all is lost. Extreme anguish.
from the Crown Chakra. Star of Bethlehem Locked in profound shock.

Willow Poor me. Weeping. Resentful.
Oak Supports everyone, except self.
Crab Apple Feels mentally and physically unclean.
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